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As a promising step, the performance of data analysis and feature learning are able to be 
improved if certain pattern matching mechanism is available. One of the feasible solutions 
can refer to the importance estimation of instances, and consequently, kernel mean 
matching (KMM) has become an important method for knowledge discovery and novelty 
detection in kernel machines. Furthermore, the existing KMM methods have focused on 
concrete learning frameworks. In this work, a novel approach to adaptive matching of kernel 
means is proposed, and selected data with high importance are adopted to achieve 
calculation efficiency with optimization. In addition, scalable learning can be conducted in 
proposed method as a generalized solution to matching of appended data. The experimental 
results on a wide variety of real-world data sets demonstrate the proposed method is able to
give outstanding performance compared with several state-of-the-art methods, while 
calculation efficiency can be preserved.
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Introduction

● To improve matching performance, a natural consideration in KMM is to select the 
reference instances with great importance so that calculation cost can be reduced,
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Kernel Mean Matching with Global Importance
• Differentiate AMKM from ensemble KMM:
① Ensemble KMM relies on partition of reference set and the complete set is still absorbed, AMKM performs the selection with a separate 
refinement stage.
② AMKM randomly selects the subset of reference data with no explicit rule, and the volume of referred data can be changed 
conveniently.
• Theoretical relationship with information theory [2],
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Discussion

● The proposed AMKM method is able to achieve calculation efficiency with selective reference instances, and importance estimation of whole data can be avoided.
● Scalable matching of kernel means can be conducted in the proposed method.
● Experimental results on a variety of data sets demonstrate that, the proposed method is able to obtain ideal KMM performance while promising efficiency can be 
achieved.

Conclusions
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Background

① As a promising step, the performance of pattern analysis and recognition are able to be 
improved if certain pattern matching mechanism is available.
②One of the feasible solutions can refer to the importance estimation of instances, and 
thereafter important instances hold more reference power for pattern analysis. 

Kernel Mean Matching

•Derived from conception of training (matching) and testing (reference) data in pattern 
recognition, the importance of a given sample 𝑤 𝑥 [1] is given by the ratio of densities 
𝑝𝑚 𝑥 and 𝑝𝑟 𝑥 as 

𝑤 𝑥 =
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● KMM aims to minimize the discrepancy between reference distribution 𝑝𝑟 𝑥 and the 
matching distribution 𝑝𝑚 𝑥 in a RKHS, i.g., 
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By removing the constant item, the objective can be redefined as 
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Results

Fig. 1. The target groups of people are more important for certain sale businesses.
Fig. 2. Media information of matched knowledge are more attractive for 
corresponding persons in human society

Global KMM (gloKMM) algorithm
Input: Given matching instances 𝑥𝑖𝑚 𝑖 = 1,2,⋯ , 𝑛𝑚 , reference set 
𝑥𝑖
𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2,⋯ , 𝑛𝑟 , desired number of reference instances 𝑛ℎ with highest

Importance.
1. Calculate the importance of each reference instance, and select the 𝑛ℎ instances with highest importance.
2. Calculate the kernels 𝐾𝑚,𝑚 and 𝐾𝑚,ℎ with selected matching
and reference instances.
3. Solve the KMM problem and obtain the optimal
coefficients α.
4. Calculate estimated importance of instances by 𝑤 𝑥 .

● Select a subset of reference data for estimation of importance, and it is verified the 
estimated importance results in acceptable ranking of reference data.
● A refinement stage is designed to pick up the reference instances with the highest 
importance associated with randomly selected instances. 

● Selectively adaptive matching is repeated several times, and then a fusion stage is to 
adopted to learn the ideal matching. Finally, it aims to solve the quadratic programming (QP) 
problem with relaxed constraint conditions,
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Adaptive Matching of Kernel Means

AKMM algorithm
Input: Given matching instances 𝑥𝑖𝑚 𝑖 = 1,2,⋯ , 𝑛𝑚 , reference set 𝑥𝑖𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2,⋯ , 𝑛𝑟 , number of repetition 
𝑡, number of randomly selected instance 𝑛, desired number of important instances 𝑛𝑠 for matching.
While The desired repetition t has never reached do

1. Randomly select 𝑛 instances from 𝑥𝑖𝑟 .
2. Choose the most important 𝑛𝑠 instances from reference data associated with the previously selected 

𝑛 instances.
3. Follow the steps 2-3 in gloKMM algorithm.

End
4. Calculate the fusion coefficient by solving the defined QP problem.
5. Calculate estimated importance of samples 𝑤 𝑥 . 

Fig. 3. A toy example of proposed method. (a) 3,000 data points of standard normal distribution. (b) Randomly selected 100 (red) points. 
(c) Top 50 (blue) points corresponding to random points.

● KMM methods: 
standard KMM [3], 
locally KMM (locKMM) [4], 
ensemble KMM (ensKMM) [5], 
global KMM (gloKMM)
AMKM

• Date sets:

①KMM with different sizes of matching and reference data

Fig. 4. The experimental results of different KMM methods on various data sets. 
(a)-(c): The obtained NMSE on Monks, Ionosphere, and Climate data. (d)-(f): 

The obtained NMSE on Forest, Letter and CIFAR data sets.

Fig. 5. The time complexities of different KMM methods on various data sets. 
(a)-(c): The time complexities (milliseconds) of different algorithms on Monks, 
Ionosphere, and Climate data sets. (d)-(f): The time complexities (seconds) of 

different algorithms on Forest, Letter and CIFAR data sets.

②

Fig. 6. The experimental results of scalable learning on Forest and Letter data 
sets: (a) Forest and (b) Letter

Experiments

③ The obtained average NMSE (× 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 on Monks, Ionosphere, and Climate 
data sets. × 𝟏𝟎−𝟕 on Forest, Letter and CIFAR data sets) from AMKM 
method with different quantities of randomly selected instances 𝒏.

The average cost times (milliseconds) of AMKM with different quantities of 
randomly selected instances 𝒏.

④ The obtained average NMSE ( × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 on Monks, Ionosphere, and Climate data sets. 
× 𝟏𝟎−𝟕 on Forest, Letter and Cifar data sets) from AMKM method with different quantities 
of selected top important instances 𝒏𝒔.

Scalable matching


